Good morning everyone,
Another of the die & stamp sets that I
ordered arrived yesterday, days ahead of the
estimated delivery. I do love things arriving
early, as opposed to there being a delay.
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This is a little boy playing football & as I have
two of my great nephew’s birthdays coming
up next month, it will be perfect.
But I am going to have to put some pressure
on the mums of all seven of my great
nephews & nieces this week, as they still
haven’t given me any ideas about what to
buy for their kids this Christmas, & there are
only seven weeks (on Tuesday) to go – in
other words one gift purchase per week.

Sunday, 4 November, 2018
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Image 1: The current Starry Skies paper
collection is about a quarter uploaded, so a
few more weeks on that still to come.
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Image 2: The third sheet from the Costume
file; this time a mirrored decoupage that I
laid over a ivory oval panel, which has a
creamy mat behind, to enhance it.
Image 3: The third in this new generation of
projects where I have given you not only the
imperial measurement alongside the metric,
but also the brand & name of the dies I used
to create it, wherever possible anyhow.
Here I have left a blank panel in the centre for
you to add your greeting – came up with this

before I bought the stamp
platform or I may have been
tempted to add a greeting to the
design.
Image 4: As I have mentioned
previously, now I have the
calendar base set up & am able to
create a design around them.

usual step by step guide for you to
follow. They are really easy to make
& great fun to use too!
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Here I have used some vintage
images & added an extension to
their backgrounds in order to give
me enough space to insert the list
calendar.

Image 8: I have designed a variety
of one page calendars from the
other base calendar format. I often
laminate these & give them as gifts
to the girls at the dentist etc. I
dubbed this one ‘family’.

The file contains the complete
calendar for 2019, including a
front panel.
Image 5: Here another modern
decoupage card kit design, this
one has a whole raft of stars (&
loads of extra one’s), there is
another with just the main star &
a different greeting, that I will
upload for you soon.
Image 6: Don’t think I mentioned
in the updates that I actually did
get around to typing up some
notes on how to make the ‘action
wobblers’ for your projects.
I took lots of pictures & did the

Image 7: The third sheet from the
head dress file, this one a layered
toper with lots of extras for you to
play with, plus of course the hint of
the background papers that
accompany the set.
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Image 9: I did a whole bunch of
Christmas word stuffs ages ago,
from these background sheets to
greeting tabs & thought it was high
time that I got them uploaded.
Here are two identical sheets of
background text, simply using the
‘Merry Christmas’ greeting
repeatedly, with a change of font
each time. Would work well as a
card background, but equally as gift
wrap for smaller items.
Catch you all later.

Rita x

